
3. Optical fibre connection in the home (FttH), 
ex. M-net, Telekom, PfalzKom, Comingolstadt,  

Stadtwerke Böblingen, etc.
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2. Cable-network provider as signal supplier, 
 ex. Tele Columbus, Unitymedia, Vodafone
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Simple splitter 
or 3-hole socket 
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Network  
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Distribution panel 
including earthing  
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Cables to the 
homeway sockets

*  The schematic illustration  
may vary, depending  
on the provider

Information for service technicians (when using the HW-A1RC main socket) 

Schematic structure of a homeway system: disposition of supply junction boxes, provider devices and the homeway distribution panel 

1.  The provider’s service technician delivers the supply junction 

boxes (TAE-boxes) and installs them in the homeway switchboard.

2.  The supply junction boxes are to be connected to the splitter as 

well as to the DSL modem through the provider’s connection 

cables and as per the specifications thereof.

3.  The DSL modem (router) is to be connected to the desired port in 

the homeway distribution panel - exclusively through homeway 

system patch cables in Y-implementation. The red plug should 

be in the distribution panel, the LAN cable (blue) and telephone 

(yellow) are plugged in to the modem / router.

  Tips: The homeway system patch cables must always correspond 

exactly to the module in the respective homeway socket. 

The patch cables in Y-implementation are not used for Gigabit 

Ethernet services

1.  The provider’s service technician delivers and installs the CPE 

(participant terminal device).

2.  The TV-outlet of the CPE is to be connected to the TV-distributor and,  

if necessary, to the amplifier. 

3.  The CPE is to be connected to the homeway distribution panel – 

exclusively through homeway system patch cables in Y-implementation. 

The red plug should be in the distribution panel, the LAN cable (blue) 

and telephone (yellow) are plugged in to the CPE.

  Tips: The homeway system patch cables must always correspond 

exactly to the module in the respective homeway socket. 

The patch cables in Y-implementation are not used for Gigabit  

Ethernet services.  

1.  The provider’s service technician delivers the supply junction boxes  

(3-hole sockets) and installs them in the homeway switchboard.

2.  The supply junction boxes are to be connected to the TV-splitter and,  

if necessary, to the amplifier and possibly the blocking filter.

3.  The supply junction boxes are to be connected to the cable modem as 

per the provider’s specifications.

4.  The cable modem (router) is to be connected to the homeway 

distribution panel - exclusively through homeway system patch cables 

in Y-implementation. The red plug should be in the distribution panel, 

the LAN cable (blue) and telephone (yellow) are plugged in to the cable 

modem / router. 

  Tips: The homeway system patch cables must always correspond 

exactly to the module in the respective homeway socket. 

The patch cables in Y-implementation are not used for Gigabit 

Ethernet services.  

homeway can 
also do WLAN! 

Instructions for using 
your homeway® System.
With additional information  
for service technicians

Universal multimedia wiring with homeway. The intelligent distribution of all signals 
(TV, radio, telephone, internet, LAN, WLAN) in your living space.

www.homeway.dewww.homeway.de

* Tip: the alternative schematic illustration of the interaction between homeway and Unitymedia may be found on the internet at www.homeway.de.
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Phone: +49(0)9568-897930 :: Fax: +49(0)9568-897959 :: info@homeway.de :: www.homeway.de 
©2017 homeway GmbH. All rights reserved. Delivery possibilities, Errors and technical changes remain excepted at any point in time.

Not homeway  

components!

1. Telephone operator as signal supplier, 
 ex. Deutsche Telekom, Arcor, 1&1, Alice, Tele2 etc.

Provider’s  
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SAT  
multiswitch
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for the coaxial cable
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LNC  
entry

Learn more at:  
www.homeway.de/heimnetzwerk/optimales-wlan

The difference between TwiGa and the tried and proven homeway system is 
an extra GREENforMEDIA cat.7 cable connected on to the GREENforMEDIA 
cat.7/coaxial cable on each TwiGa main socket. This allows connections 
for 2x 10Gigabit Ethernet (10GbE) or 1x 10GbE + telephone (as per module 
choice) on each TwiGa main socket.

The different printing of the main sockets and module frames as well as the 
blue colour of the socket protection caps and module frames show which 
system the components belong to. Furthermore, a mechanic coding prevents 
communication modules for the TwiGa main socket from being used in the 
homeway A1RC main socket. 

The TwiGa® System variant 
For Power-User with 2x10 Gigabit Ethernet

 
 
 
GREENforMEDIA cables, TV modules, covers, shielding plates, distribution panel frames and accessories are used interchangeably 
for both system variants.

Illustration: TWD1RC main socket

The TwiGa® Variant 
Plug-in modules & System patch cables

TV module  
ET2 DVB-S/C/T

TV module  
ET5 DVB-S TWIN

TV module  
ET6 DVB-C/Return

TV module  
ET7 DVB-S/C/T

GREENforMEDIA
Coaxial/cat.7
 

       OR

TWM2 LAN/TAE  
10GbE

TWM1 LAN/LAN  
10GbE

System patch  
cat.6A cable

TwiGa RJ45/RJ11  
supply cable

TwiGa RJ45/TAE  
supply cable

TwiGa TWD1RC main socket with  
TV and communications module

Surface-mounted or on top-hat rails:
HW-VFMU 4 
HW-VFMU 6/6
HW-VFMU 8/4 
HW-VFMU 8 
HW-VFMU 12 
 
For 19“ Cupboards: 
HW-VFMU24

Cable for supplying  
the signals

GREENforMEDIA  
Cat.7 single

TV module  
ET8 DVB-C/T

Tip for connecting devices: 
The connection of active and passive 
network or telephone devices with the TwiGa 
system variant is identical to any standard 
application-neutral wiring. 
All eight contacts are available at each RJ45 
connection and guarantee the system’s 
usability up to 10Gigabit Ethernet.

Differentiation marks

MVFKS1



The homeway operating principle: 
Simple structure. Endless possibilities.

2. Function and structure of the homeway switchboard

The homeway switchboard 

:: works as a transition point for the signals and for the responsibility between providers and their home wiring.

:: accommodates your devices such as modem, router etc.

:: is where the connection sockets of your devices are connected to the homeway wiring.

Telephone, LAN, internet communication services (when using the HW-A1RC main socket) 

A port in the homeway distribution panel is attributed to each homeway socket. The individual ports and connection sockets of the devices  

in your homeway switchboard are connected through the homeway system patch cable in Y-implementation. Coloured plugs and cables  

as well as an extra label make the function correspondence clear:

:: Red plug > in the corresponding port of the distribution panel (illustration 7) 

:: Blue cable and plug > in the connection socket of the LAN source (ex. DSL modem, cable modem, HUB, switch, router) (illustration 7)

:: Yellow cable with TAE plugs > in the TAE connection sockets of the TAE supply junction boxes, telephone system or DA converter (illustration 7)

:: Green cable and plug > in the connection sockets for ISDN telephones of telephone systems or NTBA 

The homeway socket. One socket for all services. 

Through exchangeable plug modules, the homeway socket allows individual multimedia 

configurations – with the communication modules taking only seconds to incorporate. 

The cable connections behind the socket remain unchanged, and at any time you can 

choose simply and flexibly whether to use LAN (for connecting network devices), TV (SAT 

and cable TV, DVB-T, smart-TV), TAE (analogue telephone device), ISDN and WLAN  

(only for HW-A1RC main socket).

The GREENforMEDIA® cables. The system’s lifelines.

The “streamlined” hybrid cable, specially optimised for residential buildings, consists of 

a coaxial cable (class A+) and a data cable part (cat.7). An individual cable is routed from 

the switchboard to each homeway socket (star wiring) and all multimedia signals are 

thus transported to the homeway sockets.

The homeway switchboard. Assembly point of the technology.

Each flat and each house with a homeway system has a single switchboard for the 

structured wiring. It is in a case such as, for example, a flush-mounted distribution 

board, meter cabinet (separate multimedia field), 19" cupboard or as a surface-mounted 

installation on a wall without a case. All the elements of the multimedia network meet 

here, i.e. the wiring (distributor field), your devices (for example modem or router) and the 

access wiring of the respective provider. 
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  Module change in the homeway socket
  Cable change in the switchbox necessary

2

2

1

1

Unique:  
the patented modularity

Fitted only for TV

Unfitted

Fitted only for LAN/ 
tel communication 
(example)

1 2.1

2.2

homeway socket
Exchangeable 
plug modules
Shielding plate
Cover and 
distance frames 
of the switch 
manufacturer
Central plate

1

2

3

5

Key to the system: 
The homeway socket.

1. Function and use of the socket components

Telephone and internet: The desired communication module (illustration 2.2) is always 

inserted and pressed into the lower area of the socket with a perpendicular bracket 

(see illustration 6). Then the bracket is folded down into the locking position, latched 

and, if necessary, the shielding plate is then superimposed. Now the central plate 

(illustration 5) is put on and screwed down. If no TV module is plugged-in, both openings 

can be closed with blind plugs (next to the central plate).

The homeway configurations (homeway A1RC main socket): 

These components always belong together: communication module, shielding plate, 

central plate and the corresponding homeway system patch cable in Y-implementation 

in the switchboard. 

Examples:

LAN / TAE  
communication module  
(in the homeway socket)

System patch cable  
in Y-implementation  
(in the switchboard)

LAN / TAE  
central plate

System patch cable  
in Y-implementation  
(in the switchboard)

LAN / TAE  
central plate

HW-SB42  
shielding plate

2.22.2

Fitted for TV and LAN/  
tel communication 
(example)

6

Plug & Play: 
The module change takes seconds.

Each homeway socket  
can have different states:

LAN / TAE  
communication module  
(in the homeway socket)

HW-SB41  
shielding plate

4 4 53

4

DVB-S (SAT):     
•	 TV module ET7; sockets: F/IEC male; arrenuation: about 1dB; characteristic: “S”
 
Universal connection:   
•	 TV module ET2 universal; IEC female/male sockets; arrenuation: about 4dB; characteristic: “E”
•	 For SAT applications (socket on the right), an adapter or a special F/IEC connection cable is needed.

2xDVB-S (TWIN-SAT): 
•	 TV module ET5; sockets: F/F, arrenuation about 1dB; characteristic: “TW” 

Attention, this socket must be prepared with 2xcoaxialcables!

 
DVB-C (cable TV): 
•	 TV module ET8; IEC female/male sockets; arrenuation about 10dB; characteristic “C” 

 

DVB-C with return-channel application at the socket: 
•	 TV module ET6; sockets: F/IEC male; arrenuation: about 10dB, characteristic: “R” 

Example: Horizon by Unitymedia or direct connection of a cable modem. 

TV modules
The desired TV module (illustration 2.1) is always plugged in to the top part of the socket. Choose the module according to the following 
possible applications:

How multimedia works now:  
All the rooms of your flat or your house are supplied with the desired signal directly from your homeway system. 
The patented homeway socket is adaptable to your current needs at any time thanks to the modular plug system, without changing the main 
wiring. TV, radio, network services - you choose.

LAN  
central plate

LAN (1 or 10GbE)  
communication module  
(in the homeway socket)

HW- SB41  
shielding plate

EPK system patch cable  
(in the switchboard)

Communication services 1 or 10Gigabit Ethernet 

For 1 or 10Gigabit Ethernet applications, a module is available with only one  

socket. A second communication service is not available simultaneously due to 

technical constraints. 
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optional Illustration: homeway A1RC  
main socket HW-A1RC

Illustration: homeway A1RC  
 main socket

Tip:  
The illustrations 7 and 8 relate to the use of the HW-A1RC main socket.


